Inline characterization of cell concentration and cell volume in agitated bioreactors using in situ microscopy: application to volume variation induced by osmotic stress.
A new in situ microscope (ISM) was developed and tested to perform in-line monitoring of average cell volume and cell concentration in agitated cultures subjected to osmotic stress. The ISM is directly immersed into the agitated broth in a bioreactor and generates still images of cells by using pulsed luminescent diode illumination and a virtual probe volume defined by depth of focus. This technique allows the acquisition of microscopic still images without mechanical sampling techniques. The front end of the sensor fits into a standard 25-mm port and it can be steam sterilized together with the bioreactor. The automatic image evaluation generates signals of the cell concentration and the average cell volume with a time resolution of a few minutes per data point (if a 200 MHz PC is used). Without the need for evaluation, the images can be acquired and stored at a rate of one image per 0.6 s. Hansenula anomala was cultivated as batch fermentation and monitored inline with the ISM. The ISM signal of the cell concentration agreed well with referential growth curves that were obtained from counting with a hemocytometer. The ISM signal of the average cell volume shows a gradual volume reduction as a result of the aging of the culture, and it monitors an abrupt and strong cell contraction if osmotic shocks are generated in the bioreactor. Systematic in vitro studies of osmotic shocks were performed by applying the ISM to agitated culture samples of H. anomala. The volume signal of H. anomala during osmotic shocks showed a very fast cell contraction within less than a second. Within half an hour after the shocks, no signal drifts were observed, which would indicate volume restoration. These findings suggest that the ISM volume signal can be used as an inline indicator of osmotic stress in cell cultures.